
DREAM JOB



DREAM JOB = MIX of work and pleasure



DREAM JOB -DENTIST
Maja 7 b



Why dentist?

I wanna be a 

dentist,becouse I like

helping people and it

is very well paid job. 

And if I was good I 

could choose my work

hours like I want to.



DREAM JOB - CONFECTIONER

Maja 7 b



SOME INFORMATION

 WOORKPLACE-The confectioner works in a bakery

 WHAT CONFECTIONER DOING?- The confectioner is bakeing cakes and 

cookies

 WHAT SKILLS SHOULD CONFECTIONER HAVE?- The confectioner must

finich confectioner school and know how to cook and how to combine

ingredients.

 WHAT MUST CONFECTIONER DO EVERY DAY?- The confectioner must

bake cake, cookies and cupcakes for a special occasion

 WHAT HOURS MUST CONFECTIONER WORK?- The confectioner must

work for a long hours becouse they must preper cakes before they

open bakery



KASIA
Kasia wants to be a 

doctor-surgeon. It’s

really difficult and 

stresfull job. A lot 

of young people

dream of becoming

a doctor because

they like the idea of 

caring for people. 



Agnes’ 
dreams

I love swimming. I have been training it

since 3 years. It is so relaxing for me. I 

think I would be good at this sport.



I have a few ideas

for my job in the

future.

But one of this I like

the most.

I want to be a doctor 

and more precisely a 

dermatologist. I am

very interested in 

the skin diseases.



I love art: drawing, painting and 

sketching. It’s my favorite way to 

spend my free time. I am solitary so I 

learn it by myself. I am not interested

in taking the courses. I think I am good

at it.



When I was a little child my mother  told me 

that I should go to school of acting. At first I 

did not think about it too much, but I 

discovered that I really have acting skills and 

this profession is perfect for me.



TATIANA
Tatiana wants to be an

architec. It’s really

difficult but creative

job. 

A lot of teenagers want 

to be an architects

because they think it’s

easy but it isn’t. 



Skills you need to become an architect

 You must be patient

 You must learn a lot

 You must end the design and architect

school

 You must pass the exams

 You must have time to travel



My dream job is…
I always wanted to be a make up artist. It seems very cool to me. I’ve had some experience with make up in my life so i have a feeling
that i might be good at it. Even though teachers and  other school workers have such a big problem with me wearing my art i’m not 
giving up on my dreams.

Nadia 7 b 



WHAT EXACTLY I WILL DO 

I WILL :

 Paint faces of celebrities

 Create new trends

 Test new make up

 Work with other make up brands

 Create my own brand



Matylda’s dream

When I was a child, many of little girls I knew imagined to be 

a popular popsinger, dancer, princess or fairy. Their parents

were going with them to the dance studios where they could

feel like a star. But after some time girls get bored and their

parents started to look for new activieties for their children.



My adventure with ballet started when I was 4. At the beggining I trained

in the dance studio. Then I went to the Warsaw Ballet School. Now I’m in

the ballet academy. When I was a little girl my dream was to be a 

professional ballet dancer. Now I know it is possible, because I work hard

every day

on my body and physic.



Journalist

Some students want to work as a :



In future I want to be a 

computer graphic. I 

choose these job

beacuse I love drawing

and I’m interested in 

informatic. I think it’s

unusuall and intresting

job. 

Maja K. 7 e



mom

dad

ME

I remember I loved drawing

since I was a little agrsive girl. 

These was my way to calm

down. Now it’s my hobby and i 

love it! But for long time I 

didn’t know who exaclly I want 

become in future. For example

I wanted be a Singer or fighting

in MMA. Finally I choose

someting totally diffrent. Also

my parents inspired me to 

choose these job. My mom is an

architect (so it’s like drawing) 

and my dad is a 3D computer

graphic



I wish to be an international researcher or 

teacher  because I like to learn and speak 

foreigners languages. I speak Polish as 

mother tongue and French, I learnt  from 

my father. 

I study English at school. 

My favorite language is Spanish.  Charlotte 

7e



Who I want to be in the future?

I love animals since I was a 
little girl so in the future I want 
to work with them. This is my 
idea for my life. My plan is to 
study veterinary. When I finish 
my studies I would like to 
become a vet. That is my 
dream. But this is not as 
simple as it looks like, so I 
always keep saying: dream it, 
wish it, do it.

Zuzia 7 e



What will my work 
consists of?

The explanation of work „vet” is very simple, you 
help animals. But my job won’t be exactly the same 
as being as a normal vet. I’m going to establish a 
shelter for horses. I will be a kind of horse 
psychologist. There are a few therapies, which help 
to cure various horses’ fears diseases.



Where did the idea for the 
horse shelter come from?

The idea for horse shelter came from my 
favourite series of books. The name of the 
books is „Heartland” and it tells about a 
young girl called Amy and her mom - Marion 
Fleming. They’re living in the hills of south 
Virginia. Heartland is the place where bad 
treated animals learn to trust people again. 
All of the therapies came from this book and 
actually my idea is just a copy of Heartland, 
but I’m proud that this is what I want to do in 
my life.



Girls’ dream - a FILM actress?

An actress is person who portrays a character in a movie. 

She needs to do it in an interesting way for the viewers. 

Acting is not only about memorizing the role but also about 

expressing the emotions through body language. 



Sports – MY PASSION

• I like sports very much. Not only on PE, but also aut 
of school. 

• At school, in PE lessons we play different games like
basketball, handball or football. 

• We have athletics too. 

• For some of these activities we get marks, 
but I still really like PE.

Maja M 7 e



VOLLEYBALL coach

• In my professional life I would like to be a 

volleyball coach. 

• I would like to train others to be better at 

what they like to do. 

• It gives me pleasure when I can help others 

and see their progress.



WHO I WANT TO BE IN FUTURE AND WHY?

 IN FUTURE I WANT BECAME A PSYCHOLOGIST. I WANT TO BE ONE BECAUSE I 

THINK THIS JOB REALLY HELP OUR POPULATION, I LIKE STUDYING HUMAN’S 

BRAIN AND HELPING PEOPLE WITH THEIR PROBLEMS.

 Ania 7 e



My dream Job
 Veterinary medicine teaching about animal diseases, their

treatment and prevention, hygiene of animal products and 

dealing with protection of people against zoonotic diseases.

Kacper Lirsz 7d



My DREAM JOB IS TO BE A COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

ENGINEER AND WORK FOR EA (Electronic Arts) 

Sports Company Kuba 7 e
 This is so because:

 I like to be creative and develop
and test new solutions and new
technologies

 EA SPORTS is the world leading
developer and producer of 
computer sports games

 This job would give me an 
opportunity to work with one of 
the best game development teams 
in the world in a challenging, fun 
and creative environment

 Computer games are very popular 
nowadays and I believe that the 
demand for these products will
keep growing in the coming years

 To do this job well I need to be good with 
computers and new technologies and I 
believe I have these skills, but of course I 
need to finish my school and complete
studies first

 I will also need to have a good command
of English as EA Sports is a global
company which means working in an
international environment

 EA Sports company has a number of 
locations all over the world and I would
particularly like to work for EA Sports 
Branch in Sweden (they have offices in 
Gothenburg and Stockholm)



Karol and Adam 

My dream job is to be actor. I will work in theatre Roma in Warsaw or
theatre Capitol also in Warsaw. If i will be more famous i will can work in 
Hollywood. 



What skills should we have ?

You shouldn’t be stressed while being on a scene. You must

also be good at acting.

You should have very good memory. You must speak loudly

and clearly.

You must every day learning a text and you must go to 

rehearsal



Boys’ dream job:

They dream is to be a footballer. They love playing football 

and they like to feel adrenaline and they love action. For 

example when Paweł got older he started to go outside to 

play football with my friends. He loved it! Next he started to 

practise in a club, where his friends tought me how to play. 

Now he play it almost 4 times a week in Warsaw Football 

Academy (WAP) and  he wants to play even more.



Idols

Sandro Wagner who plays in Bayern Munich and Marco Reus, who

plays in Borussia Dortmund play as strikers. Yann Sommer is a 

goalkeeper in Borussia Mönchengladbach. They are my idols and they

all play in the same league „Bundesliga”.

Sandro Wagner
Yann Sommer

Marco Reus



the worse side of being a footballer

Possibly you van get injuries.

Trainings up to 7 Times a week, there is a 
lack of time.

Zero privacy, reporters and fans are very 
annoying 



WHY FOOTBALLER?

Footballers are very active and athletic.

Also when you’re playing football , the probability of 
heart disease decreases.

Thanks the training we gain better metabolism and 
increased muscle mass.

You improve your regularity by going to a football 
training.

Being a footballer is very well paid.



But other boys have different dream…..

Their dream is to be a pilot because

They think this’s very intresting

and responsible

job. 



I would like justice to be in the world. 

That’s way I decided to be a lawyer.

Franek 7 e



Photographer

In the future I would like 

to become a photographer.

I love taking pictures and I enjoy 

it.

I think it can be very interesting 

and sometimes dangerous job and 

I would have a lot of fun doing it.

Hania 7 e



what would I 

like to 

photograph?
 I want to take pictures of 

nature for example animals 
and plants.   I can also take
pictures of poeple because
probably it can be more
intresting than take pictures
of nature.



So many students, so many dreams…



Thank you!


